ABSTRACT Accurate location estimation of a target is a classical and very popular problem in visual object tracking, for which correlation filters have been proven highly effective in real-time scenarios. However, the great variation of the target's appearance and the surrounding background throughout a video sequence would lead to failure tracking for the sake of the model drift, using trackers based on correlation filters. In our approach, we present a simple and fast method to improve the robustness of the model based on sum of template and pixel-wise learners (Staple). On the one hand, a confidence regression model is established to adjust adaptively the model online learning rate to alleviate the model drift. On the other hand, instead of likelihood, the scale with maximal posterior probability is selected as the target scale to obtain the more accurate estimation. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach performs favorably against several state-of-the-art algorithms on large-scale challenging benchmark data sets at speed in excess of 42 frames/s.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual object tracking is a classical and very popular problem in computer vision, which enjoys a wide range of applications, including vehicle navigation, surveillance, robotics, and so on. A typical scenario of visual tracking [1] is to localize an object of interest throughout an image sequence, given only an initial object annotation, e.g. an axis-aligned bounding box, within the first frame. Despite significant progresses [1] - [7] have been made in recent years, it also remains very challenging for designing a generic object tracker, which can deal with all real-world phenomena, such as abrupt motion, deformation, partial or full occlusion and so on, at a high speed for real-time applications.
As the target's appearance would vary greatly throughout an image sequence, a fixed model trained by the first frame alone would lead to failure tracking. Most state-of-the-art trackers [8] - [11] therefore maintain an object model and update online, which are intended to take account of the appearance changes of the target when a new frame arrived. One widespread approach is that the prediction of the object in a new frame is treated as a positive pattern to update the model. However, background noise and the deformation of the target would lead to poor target estimation. Under this situation, the new model updating by the conventional methods would drift slowly. With small errors accumulated, failure tracking would occur finally. The key challenge of tracking an unfamiliar object in a video sequence is that the tracker should have strong robustness to the changes of appearance [12] , that is to say, how to update the target model online adaptively and accurately.
In this paper, we build upon a Correlation Filters (CF) [6] , [8] based tracker popularly known as Sum of Template and Pixel-wise Learners (Staple) [13] tracker. Two complementary image patch representations are used to character a model. One representation is CF based contextual template [10] which learns online to distinguish the target object from its surrounding background. This representation is great robust to motion blur and illumination changes, but notoriously sensitive to deformation. Another representation is color statistics [11] based histogram which can cope well with variation in shape. By exploiting the inherent structure of each representation, two independent ridge-regression models are adopted to solve the model. The experimental results show that Staple outperforms many more complex trackers in multiple benchmarks [1] , [7] at real-time speed. Staple uses a heuristic update rule, which is a simple linear weighted combination of all the previous models, to incorporate historical tracking information [14] . This update strategy is sub-optimal when the training pattern is poor.
In order to improve the performance of Staple, two methods are adopted. Firstly, based on CF, we establish a target appearance regression model, whose maximal response is used to control the online learning rate of two complementary image patch representation models. When the appearance of the target changes itself, the model is updated using the normal learning rate used in [13] . Under the situation of occlusion, we will use the lower learning rate, not zero, to update the model. Although the model could incorporate some background information, the location of the target estimated using this model could not be far away from the ground-truth. This adaptive online learning (AOL) strategy improves the robustness for two aspects. Correlation Filters model contextual classifier aggressively adapts to translation estimation against significant heavy occlusion. The color statistical histogram model can strongly deal with deformation. Therefore, the improved algorithm can effectively adapt to appearance's change and alleviate the risk of drifting.
Secondly, we use the conditional probability to solve the problem of scaling. The current target scale can be obtained by maximizing the posterior probability [15] based on hypothesis that the prior of the scale is Gaussian distribution centered the scale in the previous frame.
By integrating two improvements, we propose an adaptive online learning based tracker and obtain more accurate tracking results as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Extensive results on large-scale benchmark datasets [1] , [7] show that our tracker is superior to the conventional Staple and several state-of-theart trackers in terms of efficiency, accuracy and robustness. Comparison of our proposed approach (AOL) with two recent state-of-the-art trackers in challenging situations of significant occlusion and deformation on the Lemming and Sylvester sequences [7] . Our proposed approach using adaptive online learning achieves better tracking results.
II. RELATED WORK
Visual object tracking has been widely studied with numerous applications in recent years. More and more excellent tracking algorithms have been proposed which usually construct a target appearance model from the observed image information by using either generative [4] , [16] , [17] or discriminative [5] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [18] - [20] representations. Generative approaches adopt an appearance model to represent the target and search for the region similar to the model as the estimation of target, e.g. fragment-based tracker [16] . Discriminative approaches, which incorporate machine learning techniques, estimate decision boundary between an object image patch and the surrounding background. Examples of discriminative trackers include multiple instance learning tracking [21] , ensemble tracking [2] , and all the CF based trackers [6] , [8] - [11] , [13] , [18] . For more comprehensive literature reviews, readers are referred to [1] , [3] , and [7] . In this section, we only elaborate the methods closely related to this work: (i) Correlation Filters and (ii) Schemes to reduce model drift.
A. CORRELATION FILTERS
As early as in 80's, Hester and Casasent [22] have done the seminal work that the CF was used for object detection. Until 2010, Bolme et al. [8] introduced the CF into the visual tracking field and put forward Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter. By degenerating all the necessary convolution computations in the time domain to elementary additions and multiplications in the frequency domain, MOSSE achieved a state-of-the-art performance on the tracking benchmark [1] with a speed reaching 600 fps. CF based algorithms have been popularized in the tracking community. Several significant improvements have been proposed to improve tracking performance. Zhang et al. [9] formulated the spatio-temporal relationships between the object and its immediate background based on a Bayesian framework. Henriques et al. [6] proposed CSK tracker which exploited a dense sampling training patterns generated by the circular shifts of a given window. The CSK algorithm was built on illumination intensity features. The intensity features was improved by well-engineered features such as multichannel features (HOG features) [23] in the KCF [10] and more complex color features (color attributes) in CN [18] .
CF based trackers had been demonstrated the capability of accurate target localization in many different challenging scenarios in the real-time. Li and Zhu [19] figured out the fast scale estimation problem using a multiresolution extension of a kernelized correlation translation filter (SAMF), where the translation filter was applied at several resolutions. It achieved higher tracking precision at the cost of higher computation complexity. Contrary to [19] , Danelljan et al. [24] proposed a method that directly learned the appearance changes induced by scale variations, which was realized by a multi-scale template based on a scale pyramid representation.
CF based trackers were inherently confined to the problem of learning a rigid template. To achieve robustness to deformation, a representation which was insensitive to shape variation should be adopted. Image histograms had this property, because they discarded the position of every pixel.
One tracker based color histogram was CSR-DCF [25] in which the channel and spatial reliability concepts were introduced, but it only reached 13fps.
Combining the advantages of template and the color statistics histogram, Bertinetto et al. [13] proposed a tracker, Staple, which could outperform far more sophisticated trackers according to multiple benchmarks at speed than 90 fps. However, the critical problem regarding online model update was not addressed by these methods.
B. SCHEMES TO REDUCE MODEL DRIFT
Model drift often occurs when they are updated online from the poor training patterns which were resulted from tracking failure, occlusions and misalignment of training samples, and so on. Several works had aimed to prevent the model deterioration from the update process using poor patterns [25] , [26] . Others exploited machine learning approaches that were robust to the poor patterns [21] . TLD tracker [27] utilized two experts to alleviate drift. Each expert encoded rules for additional supervision based on optical flow focused on identification of particular type of the classifier errors and could be mutually compensated. In [20] , MEEM tracker maintained a collection of past models as an expert ensemble and used a multi-expert restoration scheme to address the model drift, where the best expert was selected as the current tracer based on a minimum entropy criterion. A multimodal target detection technique was proposed in LMCF [26] to improve the target localization precision and prevent model drift. Lukezic et al. [25] adopted the channel and spatial reliability concepts in CF tracking and provided a novel learning algorithm in the filter update and the tracking process. Distractor-Aware Tracker [11] used adaptive threshold and explicit suppression of regions with similar colors.
Our algorithm improves updating components based on Staple. In this work, we introduce an appearance confidence regression model from the most reliable tracked region rather than a heuristic metric.
III. ADAPTIVE ONLINE LEARNING BASED ROBUST VISUAL TRACKING A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we consider the tracking-by-detection framework [27] , in which tracking problem is treated as a detection task and learns information about the target from each detection online. Our aim is to locate the target and update an online discriminant function f : X → Y that is adaptive to the changes of the target without being prone to drift, where X is the input space and Y is the arbitrary output space. The basic flow of the tracking system is that the tracker sequentially maintains an estimation of the target's position p t of a 2-D bounding box in frame t, where t = 1, · · · , T is the time. When the next frame x t+1 arrived, in our case, the cyclic shifts of the image patch within p t are considered to be the candidate targets. Each candidate is given by x
, where W and H are the width and the height of the search area respectively. The discriminant function f (·) is applied to these candidate objects. These candidate objects are ranked according to
The function f (x p t+1 ) assigns a score to the rectangular window p in image x t+1 . The target's position is updated as p t+1 = p t • (w, h). A standard approach [28] of learning the discriminant function f is to minimize a loss function L(f (X t ), y) that depends on the previous target patches and the labels of the targets in those images
where denotes the space of model parameters and R(f ) stands for a regularization term, the constant λ > 0 controls the relative weight between the regularization term and the empirical risk to prevent over-fitting.
We adopt the discriminant function that is a linear combination of template based function f tmpl_AOL (x), and histogram based function f hist_AOL (x), as shown in Eq. (3). It's similar to Staple [13] , but we use two adaptive online learning based template and histogram functions
We set γ tmpl = 1 − b and γ hist = b to form a convex combination of the two discriminant functions, the parameter b is chosen on a validation set. By this way, two discriminant' magnitudes would be compatible which make the linear combination more effective.
B. ADAPTIVE ONLINE LEARNING THE DISCRIMINATIVE FUNCTION
Write the adaptive online learning based template discriminant function f tmpl_AOL (x) as φ(x)·w, where φ(x) is the kernel function mapping an image patch x into another space, and w is the model parameters learned from all the circular shifts of x which incorporates with Gaussian label values y.
Let x denotes the mapping of all the circular shifts of x, the structural risk function is obtained by Regularized Least Squares (RLS)
The Representer Theorem [29] states that a solution can be expanded as a linear combination of the input: w = T x a. The object function is expressed as arg min
The coefficient a in the dual form has the simple closed form solution
where K is the kernel matrix defined by K = x T x which evaluates the kernel on all pairs of the circular shifts of x. As shown in [6] , if the kernel φ(·) is permutation invariant, FIGURE 2. Flowchart of adaptive online learning algorithm. In frame x t +1 tracking, template-related and histogram-related models stand for the target's appearance model, the position p t +1 of the target is estimated at the peak of the merge responses of two models' response. Template-related model represents the most reliable tracked target's appearance, the maximum response of which is used to adjust adaptively the online learning rate. In frame x t +1 training, two template-related models and a histogram-related model are updated using the adaptive online learning. kernel matrix K is circular. Thus we can compute the dual solutions a efficiently using its DFT diagonalization property, as follows:
where a * denotes complex conjugate of signal a, F −1 is defined to be the inverse FFT, andK ,ŷ refer to the FFT of the kernel matrix K and the target regressive label y respectively. Taking account of the change of the target's appearance, the existing works use a ''censorship mechanism'' where an update of˜ t+1
x ,α t+1 is prevented if certain criteria is met [30] (or not met), or use a constant learning rate based on experience [9] , [10] , [13] . Different from them, we train a confidence regression model R f based on CF from the most reliable tracked target region, as shown in Fig. 2 . We adopt the maximal response value R ft as a confidence metric to adaptively adjust the online learning rate η tmpl frame by frame as shown in (8), and a pre-defined threshold τ is used, if R ft ≥ τ, η tmpl = η 1 , otherwise, η tmpl = η 2 .
Rfx of R f is learned online with the same learning rate η tmpl frame by frame as
The same online learning scheme is used in histogram based discriminative function f hist_AOL (x). To retain the speed and efficiency of CF, our histogram model is learned by applying linear regression to each feature pixel independently over rectangular object region O and its surrounding region B ∈ x t . The Bayesian framework [11] is used to obtain the object likelihood, P, at location (w, h) as
where b w,h stands for the bin b assigned to the color components of x w,h . In particular, we directly estimate the likelihood term from color histograms, then (10) can be simplified to
where H O (12b) and H B (12b) denote the b-th bin of the non-normalized histogram H computed over the region O and B respectively. In the online version [13] , the numerator and denominator of model parameters in (11) are updated respectivelyH
We also select the maximal response value R ft as a confidence metric to adaptively adjust the histogram online learning rate frame by frame. The same threshold τ is also used, if R ft ≥ τ, η hist = η 3 , otherwise, η hist = η 4 .
C. SCALE ESTIMATION
Another improvement is about the problem of scale estimation of the target. A popular scale estimation approach (DSST) was proposed by Danelljan et al. [24] , which learned a distinct and multi-scale template for scale search using a 1D CF. Our algorithm is updated using the same scheme as the template learned for translation. When a new frame arrived, we search for the target first in translation and subsequently in scale estimation. In order to get more accurate estimation of scale, the posterior probability, instead of likelihood, is used to compute the scale search according to Bayesian framework [15] , [31] . We maximize over the posterior probability by following equation
≈ arg max
FIGURE 4. The precision plots and success plots on OTB50 for eight challenging attributes including scale variation, in-plane rotation, out of view, occlusion, illumination variation, occlusion, out-of-plane rotation, low resolution and background clutter. The proposed AOL performs best or second best on most of the attributes.
where s i refers to the i th scale and P(y|s i ) is the likelihood estimation. The prior P(s i ) is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, whose maximum value located at the previous scale. Assumed that the target's scale would not change significantly between consecutive frames, the smoother change between scales could be detected by this algorithm. More stable detections are obtained by this strategy using posterior probability rather than likelihood
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we give experimental implementation details of our proposed algorithm AOL and perform extensive experiments on recent and popular benchmarks to test our approach, named OTB50 [1] and OTB100 [7] . Both benchmarks pose challenging problems to object tracking including: scale variation (SV), occlusion (OCC), illumination variation (IV), motion blur (MB), deformation (DEF), fast motion (FM), out-of plane rotation (OPR), background clutters (BC), out-of-view (OV), in-plane rotation (IPR), and low resolution (LR). Tracking quality is characterized by success and precision plots [1] . The trackers are ranked by the area-under-the-curve (AUC) which is the average of the success rates with correspond to the sampled overlap threshold.
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We report the experimental results on OTB50 and OTB100 in addition to the baselines that are part of the benchmarks, using the authors' own results to ensure a fair comparison. Therefore, for each evaluation, we only compare against VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. The precision plots and success plots on OTB100 for eight challenging attributes including scale variation, out of view, occlusion, in plane rotation, deformation, fast motion, low resolution and background clutter. The proposed AOL performs best on most of the attributes. those methods with their own results. In Table 1 , we list the values of the most important parameters we used, they are selected on a validation set. The template-related model learning rate η 1 and the histogram-related model learning rate η 3 are selected when the confidence value R ft is greater than the value τ , otherwise, η 2 and η 4 are selected respectively. Besides parameters the Table 1 lists, the other parameters are set to the same values commonly used in literature [13] , and all parameters are kept constant throughout all experiments.
B. RESULTS
Besides 29 trackers in the tracking benchmark datasets [1] , [7] , [16] , we evaluate the proposed algorithm AOL with another 9 recently proposed state-of-the-art trackers including MEEM [20] , Staple [13] , LCT [32] , DSST [24] , LMCF [26] , SAMF [19] , CSR-DCF [25] , TGPR [33] , DLSSVM [34] . Fig. 3 shows the results in one-pass evaluation (OPE) using precision and the success plots on OTB50 and OTB100. To make it clear, we only plot the top 10 ranked trackers. In addition, we present the quantitative comparisons of distance precision (DP) at 20 pixels, overlap success (OS) [1] rate at 0.5 on OTB100 in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that our algorithm performs better than the other 10 state-of-the-art trackers in DP and OS. Among these trackers in the literatures, the conventional Staple method Comparisons with state-of-the-art trackers on the OTB100 benchmark sequences. Our approach performs favorably against existing methods in DP at a threshold of 20 pixels, OS rates at an overlap threshold 0.5. The best two results in each row are highlighted by bold and underline.
achieves the best result on DP with an average of 67.55% and the SRDCF performs the best result on OS with an average of 72.39%. Our algorithm performs the best with DP of 69.48% and OS of 73.64%. Fig. 3 illustrates the success and precision plots of top ten trackers on two benchmark sequences, OTB50 and OTB100 respectively. AOL ranks top both on OTB50 and OTB100 except slight lower than LMCF for precision plots on OTB50. On the benchmark OTB50, AOL achieves 0.768 ranking score in precision plots slightly lower than LMCF that reaches 0.771. On the benchmark OTB100, AOL achieves 0.601 ranking score in success plots and 0.742 ranking score in precision plots higher than LMCF which reaches 0.579 and 0.720. It shows that AOL is more generic than LMCF. Comparing with the conventional Staple, both success and precision scores increase 3%, which indicates that AOL can alleviate the model drift. Struck [5] performed the best with an average 0.460 and 0.586 respectively when the first benchmark [1] came out, AOL significantly improves Struck by an average improvement of 30% and 26% in the average AUC scores of precision and success plot scores respectively.
C. ATTRIBUTE-BASED EVALUATION
The image sequences in the benchmark datasets OTB50 and OTB100 are annotated with 11 attributes to describe the different challenges which the tracker must face. By analyzing the performances of the trackers on these attributes, we can research the advantage and disadvantage of the trackers. We evaluate AOL with these trackers on these challenging attributes in OTB50 and OTB100 as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . The figures demonstrate that AOL performs best on four attributes only on OTB50, such as scale variation, in-plane rotation, out of view, and illumination variation. Whereas AOL performs best on six attributes on OTB100, such as on scale variation, out of view, out of plane, occlusion, in plane rotation and deformation. It indicates that AOL is more robust.
D. EFFICIENCY
Tracking speed is an important factor of many real-world applications. The proposed AOL is implemented in Maltab and all the experiments are conducted on a regular desktop PC with Intel I5-3470@3.20GHz and 8GB RAM. Our matlab prototype runs at approximately 42 fps, whereas the running speed of Staple on the same hardware is 68 fps. Without losing the real-time performance, the tracking performance is significantly improved by AOL about 6% on the precision rate and 5% on the success rate as shown in Fig. 3 . AOL makes a better tradeoff between tracking accuracy and running speed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new adaptive online learning based tracker which improves the Staple from two aspects. Firstly, we establish a high-confidence appearance model to reduce model drift resulted from the poor training pattern in the process of update. Secondly, we improve target scale estimation by maximizing the posterior probability to improve robustness to gradual scale changes. Extensive experimental results on OTB50 and OTB100 demonstrate that AOL outperforms many complex trackers and validate the effective of the adaptive online learning in the tracking process.
